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Abstract Recent multibeam bathymetry and acoustic
imagery data provide a new understanding of the sedi-
mentary system located in the Gulf of Cadiz which is
under the influence of a strong current, the Mediterra-
nean Outflow Water (MOW). When it comes out from
the Strait of Gibraltar, the MOW is either channelled
along major or secondary channels, or spills over a
sedimentary levee. Frequent earthquakes and the con-
stant current shearing generate widespread sediment
deformation and instability of contourite deposits. Sec-
ondary channels can form by retrogression following an
initial failure. At their mouth, sediment accumulates in
the form of small sandy contourite lobes. These obser-
vations suggest that the Gulf of Cadiz system shares
many similarities with channel–levee complexes formed
by turbidity current activity. The main difference is that,

in the Gulf of Cadiz, the main process is a strongly
flowing saline current which locally interacts with
gravity processes.

Introduction

The Gulf of Cadiz is located in the eastern Atlantic
Ocean, northwest of the Strait of Gibraltar, along the
Spanish and Portuguese continental margins (Fig. 1).
The study area is located at the termination of the
Azores–Gibraltar transform fault (Srisvastava et al.
1990) where Iberia and Africa converge in a NNW–SSE
direction (Argus et al. 1989).
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The present sedimentation in the Gulf of Cadiz is
controlled by the Mediterranean Outflow Water
(MOW), a strong current which has been active since the
Pliocene, after the Mediterranean basin was flooded
after the Messinian salinity crisis (Mougenot and
Vanney 1982). This activity is attested by the construc-
tion of large contourite drifts such as the Faro (Faugères
et al. 1984, 1985a; Stow et al. 1986; FD in Fig. 1), the
Portimão (PD in Fig. 1), and the Guadalquivir drifts
(Somoza et al. 1997; GD in Fig. 1). These are generally
plastered over salt diapirs (Malod 1982) or tectonic
highs such as the Guadalquivir Bank. Cores taken in the
top part of the drifts show thick accumulations of
thoroughly bioturbated, fine-grained sedimentary
sequences with typical thicknesses of 0.2–1.2 m
(Gonthier et al. 1984). The construction of the drifts is
cyclic, being controlled by climatic and eustatic oscilla-
tions. Eustasy either widens or restricts the pathway
between the Mediterranean and the Atlantic during
relative highstands and lowstands, respectively (Faugè-
res et al. 1985b; Grousset et al. 1988; Vergnaud-Grazzini
et al. 1989), thereby modifying both the flow path and
the current intensity of the MOW. Presently, the MOW
is a strong, warm (13 �C), and saline (38 g l–1) current
which flows out of the Mediterranean below the Atlantic
waters (Ambar et al. 1976; Ambar 1983). It reaches core
velocities of >2.5 m s–1 along the continental slope near
Gibraltar and still flows at 0.2 m s–1 off Cape St. Vincent
in Portugal (Meincke et al. 1975; Johnson et al. 2002). A
current named the Atlantic inflow (Nelson et al. 1999)
flows back from the Atlantic into the Mediterranean.
When reaching the gulf, the MOW is rapidly deflected
towards the north due to the Coriolis force. West of

06�20¢W, it splits into two cores which flow along the
seabed at water depths of 300 to 1,500 m (Fig. 1). The
upper core is a geostrophic current which follows a
northerly path, bending westwards along the Spanish
and Portuguese continental slopes at depths of 300–
600 m. The lower core is an ageostrophic current which
flows directly westwards from the Strait of Gibraltar. It
divides into an intermediate core flowing between
600- and 900-m water depths, and a deep core flowing
between 900 and 1,500 m (Madelain 1970). At approx-
imately 1,300–1,500 m water depths in the western part
of the Gulf of Cadiz, the MOW is disconnected from the
seafloor and becomes a water mass intercalated between
the deep and intermediate Atlantic waters. The velocity
of the MOW is strongly influenced by seafloor mor-
phology (Heezen and Johnson 1969; Madelain 1970;
Mélières 1974). Thorpe (1972, 1976), for example, re-
ported an average local current speed of 0.4 m s–1 which
increases to 0.8–1 m s–1 when the flow is channellized.
On a plateau such as the Faro drift, the MOW spreads
out and its velocity can decrease from 0.3–0.4 to
0.1–0.2 m s–1. On contourite drifts, where its velocity
decreases, sedimentation rates vary from 5 to 13 cm
1,000 year–1 on the upper and middle slopes, respec-
tively (Nelson et al. 1993). An extreme value of 38 cm
1,000 year–1 has been reported by Schönfeld and Zahn
(2000).

The sediments carried by the MOW are derived from
Spanish rivers, particularly the Guadalquivir River.
Initially, these are either transported rapidly towards
Gibraltar by along-shelf currents or they are temporarily
trapped on the shelf before being reworked by gravity
processes. Finally, when arriving on the Gibraltar slope,

Fig. 1 General map of the Gulf
of Cadiz showing the three
cores of the Mediterranean
Outflow Water. Bold arrows
indicate MOW direction. CC
Central channel; GD
Guadalquivir Drift; FD Faro
Drift; IC intermediate core of
the MOW; MC main MOW
channel; NC northern channel
of the MOW; PD Portimão
Drift; SC southern channel of
the MOW
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the particles are entrained by the energetic MOW. The
average grain size of the surface sediments decreases
when the MOW velocity decreases. Following the MOW
from Gibraltar, one at first encounters gravel lags fol-
lowed by sand patches as well as sand and silt waves
(Habgood et al., personal communication), mixed silt
and mud waves, and finally mud waves (Kenyon and
Belderson 1973; Gardner and Kidd 1983; Nelson et al.
1993, 1999). All these studies present the global water
circulation and give a general view of the sediment dis-
tribution in the Gulf of Cadiz. Tectonic studies focused
on deep structures are in general disconnected from
surface observation.

In this paper, we present a new morphology for the
Gulf of Cadiz, derived from multibeam bathymetry and
acoustic imagery, with an accuracy which has to date
never been achieved in this area. These data are used to
explain how tectonics can force flow dynamics and
sediment distribution in the gulf. This paper also shows
how surface sedimentary structures are related to deep
deformation or to tectonic activity.

Material and methods

The data presented in this paper were collected during
the CADISAR cruise on the RV ‘‘Le Suroı̂t’’ in August
2001. Bathymetric data and acoustic imagery were ac-
quired with a SIMRAD EM300 multibeam echosoun-
der. This system operates at a frequency of 30 kHz and

a maximum angle of 150�, the swath width varying
between 300 and 5,000 m at water depths of 10 and
5,000 m, respectively. It was operated at a speed of
5–5.5 knots. The acoustic data were corrected for sa-
linity and density effects using 5 CTDs (SBE19 probes)
and 35 thermoprobes (Sippican). The top of 25
Kullenberg piston cores was used to control the grain
size and interpret the acoustic imagery.

Results

The area mapped during the CADISAR cruise is located
south of the northernmost MOW channel (Fig. 1). It
covers the area located between 35�40¢N and 36�30¢N,
06�30¢W and 08�10¢W (Figs. 2 and 3). The bathymetry
ranges from 600 m in the NE corner of the study area to
1,920 m in the southwestern corner. The average re-
gional slope remains less than 1� towards the SW.

Six features can be distinguished in the study area.
Four are channels draining the MOW cores: (1) the
main MOW channel close to the Strait of Gibraltar
(MC in Fig. 1) which drains the three superposed cores,
(2) the northern MOW channel (NC in Fig. 1) which
drains the upper core, (3) the central MOW channel (CC
in Fig. 1), and (4) the southern MOW channel (SC in
Fig. 1). Both central and southern channels drain the
lower core. Two are inter-channel areas: (5) the area
between the central and southern channels, and (6) the
area south of the southern channel and west of the main

Fig. 2 High-resolution (30·
30-m grid) EM300 bathymetric
map of the part of the Gulf of
Cadiz studied during the
Cadisar cruise. Black numbers
refer to Fig. 4
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channel. Channels have a ‘‘striped’’ backscatter, indi-
cating high reflectivity (Fig. 3). The stripes appear be-
cause backscatter of beams reflecting vertically to the
ship are stronger than the backscatter of beams reflect-
ing at lower angles. This high backscatter indicates that
the channels are dominated by erosional processes and/
or they are made of coarse-grained consolidated sedi-
ments.

The main MOW channel

The main MOW channel (MC in figures) appears in the
southeast corner of the study area (Figs. 2, 3 and 5)
where it extends out from the Strait of Gibraltar. It
drains the three parallel flowing MOW cores. On the
maps of Figs. 2 and 3, where only its western and
deepest part is visible, it is more than 16 km wide. The
channel is NNW aligned, its floor dipping towards
the west, i.e. following the same trend as the dip of the
regional slope. The decrease in flow strength of the
MOW away from the Strait of Gibraltar is particularly
evident on this channel floor. In the southeastern cor-
ner of the acoustic map, east of 06�45¢W and south of
36�01¢N, the channel shows high backscatter (Fig. 3)
with giant furrows (length: 1–6 km; width: 100–250 m)
and scours (1 in Fig. 4 and GF in Fig. 5), which are
aligned at 105� close to Gibraltar, progressively bend-
ing towards 140�. On tidal shelves, furrows form be-
neath currents stronger than 1 m s–1 (Belderson et al.

1982). This suggests that these features are the result of
erosion by the high MOW velocity (Kenyon and
Belderson 1973; Nelson et al. 1999). The high reflec-
tivity is related to the presence of gravels on the
channel floor (Kenyon and Belderson 1973; Nelson
et al. 1999; Fig. 3). The deposits of this area are
interpreted to represent a gravel lag, i.e. a deposit in
which all the particles finer than coarse sand have been
winnowed by strong currents.

The channel then bends towards the north (south
bend, SB in Fig. 5). The classical shape of the meander
suggests a southerly or southwesterly migration of this
bend. Between 36�01¢N and 36�08¢N, and east of
6�58¢W, giant furrows are still present. They are asso-
ciated with ribbons (length: 3–9 km; width: 125 m–
1 km) of the type described by Kenyon (1970; 2 in
Fig. 4), and the backscatter is of lower intensity on the
reflectivity map (Fig. 3). Erosion still dominates, but
particles are probably finer than further south, suggest-
ing the presence of coarse sand lag deposits. The
northern and the western parts of the main channel are
areas in which the MOW velocity apparently does not
exceed 1.5 m s–1 (Meincke et al. 1975; Johnson et al.
2002). These areas are covered only with coarse-grained
sediment waves (3 in Fig. 4 and SW in Fig. 5), mainly
sand waves, their crests being oriented 40�N which in-
dicates a NW trend on average (130�) of the MOW flow
direction. Such waves are frequently associated with
geostrophic currents (Damuth 1975), deep-sea turbidite
activity (Migeon et al. 2000, 2001; Gervais et al. 2001),

Fig. 3 High- resolution
(12.5·12.5-m grid) EM300
acoustic imagery map of the
part of the Gulf of Cadiz
studied during the Cadisar
cruise. Black numbers refer to
Fig. 4. Red numbers are core
locations
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or the interaction of both current types (Viana 1998;
Viana et al. 1998; Faugères et al. 1999). At the western
side of the channel, wave crests have a north-north-
easterly orientation (15�), indicating that part of the
MOW also flows westwards. In the divergence area
(36�18¢N, 07�02¢W, DA1 in Fig. 5), the main channel
forks into a northern and a southern channel.

The northern channel

The northern channel is just visible in the northeastern
corner of the map. It is 12 km wide, more than 120 m
deep, and drains the upper core flow of the MOW. Just
north of the divergence area, the northern channel
crosses a NE–SW-oriented submarine valley (SV1 in
Fig. 5) (36�22¢N, 07�02¢W). This valley forms a con-
nection between the upper and the lower cores of the
MOW. In this valley, particle-laden gravity flows can
interact with the MOW. A similar valley (SV2) oriented
at 52� appears in the northeastern corner of the map
(36�25¢N, 07�13¢N). The northern and the southern
channels are separated by a 120-m-high escarpment
dipping towards the SW and striking in a NW–SE trend.
It extends between 36�19¢N, 07�02¢W and 36�22¢N,
07�16¢W. This escarpment could indicate either a tec-
tonic control or an evolution in MOW dynamics. In this
latter case, this would suggest that the northern channel
either formed before the southern channel or that the
southern core drained by the southern channel is
presently more energetic than the northern core which
occupies the northern channel.

The southern channel

The southern channel corresponds to channel 2 of
Kenyon and Belderson (1973; Figs. 2, 3 and 5)
which drains the lower core of the MOW. It is more than
300 m deep in its eastern part, more than 150 m deep in
its western part, and 4 to 10 km wide. West of the
divergence area, it bends towards the SW (northern
bend, NB in Fig. 5). This bend shows a classical
erosional bank in the north, underlain by the escarpment
separating it from the northern channel (Fig. 2), and a
depositional embankment in the south. High sedimen-
tation rates on this side are indicated by the widespread
sediment deformation and flow towards the SSW, and
are consistent with high backscatter on the reflectivity
map (Fig. 3). The northern bend thus evidently migrates
northwards. The southern channel follows a lineament
oriented at 60� (DL in Fig. 5). This lineament extends
from 36�07¢N, 07�36¢W to 36�23¢N, 07�18¢W and
consists of a series of topographic highs and lows
reaching 350–400 m. Some are circular and are hence
interpreted to represent diapirs of Triassic evaporites
(Mougenot 1988; 5 in Fig. 4). Others have a more linear
trend and are interpreted as submarine scarps of

outcropping rocks or very consolidated sediments. Most
of the topographic lows also have circular shapes with
an outer rim and a central closed depression (e.g. at
36�16¢N, 07�28¢W or 36�18¢N, 07�24¢W). They are in-
terpreted as collapse structures due to dissolution of
Triassic evaporites. The northernmost valley crossing
the northern channel (SV2 in Fig. 5) is a continuation of
this lineament. At the western extremity of the map, and
just west of the western bend, the southern channel forks
into two branches. The larger of the two extends
northwards and constitutes the continuation of the
southern channel. The smaller and narrower one forms a
secondary channel (SeC in Fig. 5) which continues south
of a topographic high (TH2 at 36�09¢N, 08¢W) and
terminates in a small elongated deposit having a
backscatter intensity which is slightly lower than the
surrounding areas. It is interpreted to represent a
depositional lobe (Lo1 in Fig. 5 at 36�05¢N, 08�08¢W)
analogous to sedimentary bodies located in deep-sea
turbiditic environments (Normark 1970).

The central channel

The central channel drains the intermediate MOW core
(Figs. 2, 3 and 5). It is 150 m deep in its eastern part and
more than 300 m deep in its western part, its width
varying between 4 and 6.5 km. It diverges from the
northern channel at 36�22¢N, 07�17¢W (DA2 in Fig. 5).
Just west of the divergence area, the channel forks (F in
Fig. 5)/(TH in Fig. 5) rather suddenly due to a topo-
graphic high to form a northern and a southern branch
(Nbr and Sbr in Fig. 5, respectively). The high back-
scatter of the obstacle suggests that it is a rock outcrop
of similar nature as the lineament which follows the
southern channel (Fig. 3). Just west of the obstacle, the
floor of both branches shows high backscatter which
rapidly decreases downslope (Fig. 3). This correlates
with the bathymetry (Fig. 2). Just past the obstacle, the
depth of the two branches at first increases rapidly,
followed by a just as rapid decrease westwards. This
suggests that the velocity of the intermediate MOW core
increases strongly due to channelling. However, the en-
ergy of the flows in the two branches rapidly dissipates
downvalley due to spreading, preventing substantial
erosion westwards. The area between the two branches,
i.e. westward of the topographic high, is characterized
by a very low backscatter. This plateau rises 80–90 m
above the channel floors. It is interpreted to represent an
‘‘energy shadow zone’’ (ZES in Fig. 5), i.e. a low-energy
area where fine-grained deposition predominates due to
the loss of velocity and competency of the MOW behind
the topographic obstacle. This explains the very smooth
bathymetry at this location (Fig. 2). Just north of this
area, meandering channels are visible (MeC in Fig. 5),
indicating the activity of particle-laden gravity flows
which could interact locally with the MOW. Towards
the west, the two branches converge to again form a
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single channel which is bordered in the northwest by the
Guadalquivir drift (GD in Fig. 5).

Area between the central and southern MOW channels

The area located between the central and southernMOW
channels (Figs. 2, 3 and 5) has the same acoustic facies as

the zone of energetic shadow described above for the
central channel. This area is flat and situated 200 m above
the floor of the southern MOW channel (Fig. 2). It is
protected against MOW flow energy by the 60� lineament
which follows the southern MOW channel. It is also
interpreted as a low-energy area (LEA) reached only by
fine-grained particles. This explains the very smooth
bathymetry and the low-acoustic backscatter (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4 Examples of EM300
bathymetry and imagery for
erosive furrows (1), sand
ribbons (2), sand waves (3),
sediment waves (4), diapirs (5),
pockmarks (6) and sediment
instabilities in areas of intense
deformation (7 and 7bis).
Location in Figs. 2 and 3
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Area south of the southern MOW channel

The area located south of the southern MOW channel
and west of the main MOW channel (Figs. 2, 3 and 5)
has an average dip of 0.48� to the west. In the eastern
part (between 07�00¢W and 07�26¢W), at water depths
ranging between 800 and 1,150 m, the average slope is
0.42�. In the western part, between 1,150 and 1,800 m

(west of 7�26¢W), the slope is 0.57�. The eastern part is
located 70–80 m above the floor of the main channel.
The top of this topographic high, called ‘‘longitudinal
sandy ridge’’ by Kenyon and Belderson (1973), shows
sediment waves with their crests oriented at 150�–180�,
indicating a 255� flow direction of the MOW (4 in
Fig. 4). In this area, we observe two disturbed zones
characterized by low backscatter (AID in Fig. 5; 7 and

Fig. 4 (Contd.)
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7bis in Fig. 4). They are located just west of the southern
bend (SB in Fig. 5), and south of the western bend (WB
in Fig. 5), the top of the topographic high (TH1 in
Fig. 5) also being affected by local sediment instabilities.
Large-scale shallow slope failures (SF in Fig. 5) and
flows are visible. Their shapes vary from circular, indi-
cating sediment collapse without transport, to elongate
or bottlenecked (Prior and Coleman 1979), indicating
sediment flow. The deformation structures have mor-
phologies which mimic sediment waves (Faugères et al.
2002), and the distinction between the two may some-

times be confusing. The very low backscatter, the ab-
sence of a clear trend in observed ‘‘wave’’ direction (east
of the western bend), and the lack of continuity in
‘‘wavelength’’ strongly suggest that sediment deforma-
tion dominates in this region.

The eastern part of the area located south of the
southern MOW channel is also characterized by the
presence of secondary submarine channels (Habgood
et al., personal communication). These channels share a
number of morphological features. Most of the channels
are oriented downslope, i.e. westwards. Their average
direction is N235� with extreme values ranging between
195� and N275� (except IV1 in Fig. 5, direction 315�),
which is consistent with the direction of the lineament
bordering the southern channel. Their upper part shows
a concentration of circular failure scars. Topographic
highs are visible at their western (downslope) extremities
(SA in Fig. 5). One of these channels, the Gil Eanes
channel (GE in Fig. 5; Kenyon and Belderson 1973)
which drains the deep core of the MOW, is active and
connected upslope to the main MOW channel. CTD
measurements confirmed the presence of MOW flowing
along the channel floor. This channel is more than
40 km long and 2.5 km wide at is connection with the
main MOW channel, from where it rapidly narrows to
1–1.8 km. It is more than 100 m deep and has a typical
U-shape in cross section, with very steep sidewalls all
along its path. The north side of the channel is bordered
by a low backscatter area forming a fringe over 1 km
wide (Fig. 3) and of low relief (Fig. 2). This fringe has
a similar acoustic texture as the area of intense

Fig. 5 Interpretation of the EM300 bathymetry and acoustic facies
produced using Caraibes software from Ifremer. AID Area of
intense sediment deformation; CL contouritic levee; DA1 diver-
gence area between northern and southern channels; DA2
divergence area between northern, and central channels; DL
lineaments of diapirs and rock outcrops; CC central channel; F
fork of central channel; GD Guadalquivir Drift; LEA area with
low-energy sedimentation between central and southern MOW
channels; GE Gil Eanes channel; GF giant furrows and scours; IN
interconnected network of sediment wave crests; Iv (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7) inactive channels; Lo (1 and 2) lobe; MC main MOW
channel; MeC meandering channels; MV mud volcano; NB north
bend; Nbr: northern branch of the central channel; NC northern
channel of the MOW; SF sediment failure; PB ponded basins
(ancient sediment failures); SA sediment accumulation; SB South-
ern bend; Sbr southern branch of the central channel; SC southern
channel; SeC secondary channel;SF slope failure; SP sand patches;
SV1, SV2 submarine valleys; SW sediment waves; TH topographic
high; WB Western bend; ZES Zone of energetic shadow. Orange
NC and MC; beige SC and CC; green CL; brown GD; green GE, Sv
and Iv; grayish green ZES and LEA; deep green Lo; pink TH2; red
MV; yellow MeC
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deformation. The channel is floored with sediment
waves, probably composed of sand as indicated by the
high backscatter intensity. It ends at 1,200-m water
depth where two areas are developed which have an
acoustic backscatter slightly lower than the surrounding
areas (35�45¢N, 07�37¢W). These are interpreted to
represent small depositional lobes (Lo2 in Fig. 5;
Habgood et al., personal communication).

Northwest of the Gil Eanes channel, four other
channels occur which are currently disconnected from
the main MOW channel (Iv1, Iv2, Iv3 and Iv4 in Fig. 5)
and, for this reason, interpreted as inactive channels.
They are less than 0.8 km wide, between 13 and 17 km
long, and do not show high backscatter of their floor.
Conversely, channels south of Gil Eanes have a high
backscatter, similarly to that of Gil Eanes. They are 11
to 19 km long and 1 to 1.5 km wide. Two of these run a
few kilometres parallel and south of Gil Eanes at
35�56.5¢N, 07¢W and 35�59¢N, 07¢W (IV5 and IV6 in
Fig. 5). They may still be connected to the main MOW
channel. The last channel is located at the southeastern
extremity of the map (IV7 in Fig. 5). It is still connected
to the main MOW channel and may be presently active.
Just north of Gil Eanes, an area centred around
35�43¢N, 07�22¢W is covered with a network of fine-
grained, interconnected sediment waves (Gervais et al.
2000). The directions of wave crests range between 30�
and 155�, suggesting complex flow hydrodynamics and
possible flow interactions. The westernmost part of the
area located south of the southern MOW channel shows
circular to egg-shaped depressions (PB in Fig. 5). Each
of these is bordered by a 100–200 m high escarpment in
the east and by a small topographic high in the west.
They are interpreted to indicate large sediment failures
heading westwards. The eastern escarpment and the
western mounds would then represent failure scars and
sediment accumulations, respectively. They probably
form small ponded basins. In the southeasternmost part
of the map, the St. Petersburg mud volcano (Kenyon et
al. 2000; MV in Fig. 5) is visible at 35�54¢N, 07�02¢W,
indicating upward motion of deep fluid.

Discussion

The Gulf of Cadiz: a giant contouritic levee?

The area extending south of the southern MOW channel
and west of the main MOW channel shows evidence of
sediment accumulation. For a start, it represents a to-
pographic high when compared to the main channel.
This topographic high has fields of sediment waves su-
perimposed on its eastern and middle parts (the inter-
connected network). This suggests that the flow strength
and sediment load are sufficiently high to construct large
sedimentary bedforms. In addition, the crest orientation
of the sediment waves in the western part of the main
channel, and in the eastern part of the area located west
of this main channel suggests westward flow of the

MOW at this location. The waves located close to the
main channel have linear crests, indicating formation by
unidirectional currents. The interconnection of wave
crests to the west suggests that flow directions tend to
become more complex downslope. Part of the MOW
flows westwards, above the topographic high bordering
the western part of the main channel. The high sedi-
mentation rates indicative of sediment deposition by loss
of flow competence is also underlined by the widespread
occurrence of sediment failures. The scars (SF in Fig. 5)
show that the failures involve only the uppermost part of
the deposits. Freshly deposited sediments, which still
have a high water content, are easily remobilized despite
the small slope. The channel floor, by contrast, is cov-
ered by erosive structures and coarse sediments, indi-
cating high MOW flow velocities. The topographic high
bordering the main channel is also covered by sediment
waves, indicating deposition and a westward-decreasing
flow velocity. This suggests that part of the flow extends
over the levee where it decelerates and hence deposits its
sediment load. Evidence for spill-over is emphasized by
the local occurrence of intense deformation. Such areas
are located just past the eastern and western bends.
There, as indicated by sediment waves, the flow direction
is approximately 45� from the direction of the chan-
nelled flow before the southern bend. The location of
sediment waves and the orientation of their crests are
analogous to those found on levees situated after a
meander of a submarine channel-levee complex in a deep
turbidite system (Migeon 2000; Gervais et al. 2001).
These turbiditic levees have recently been demonstrated
to form by spill-over and flow stripping (Piper and
Normark 1983; Peakall et al. 2000).

These observations suggest that the part of the Gulf
of Cadiz located west of the main channel acts as a giant
sedimentary levee, built by stacked contourites deposited
by that part of the MOW which flows over the topo-
graphic high and, as a result, loses its competence. This
structure differentiates from contourite drifts of McCave
and Tucholke (1986) because one part of the flow re-
mains channelled and flows parallel to the levee, whereas
another part spills over and flows non-parallel to the
levee. This association of spill-over and flow stripping is
a very uncommon feature in contourite depositional
systems. In the Gulf of Cadiz, this particularity is
probably due to the existence of a high-velocity westerly
flow due to the constriction imposed by the Strait of
Gibraltar. The unusually high velocities reached by the
MOW at the exit of the Strait of Gibraltar (1–3 m s–1;
Meincke et al. 1975; Johnson et al., 2002) are an order of
magnitude higher than those usually associated with
contour currents (0.1 m s–1), being more in the range of
velocities observed or calculated for turbidity currents
(Migeon 2000). The constant shearing of sediment by
the spilling MOW probably adds to the instability of the
outer side of the levee.

The part of the MOW which does not spill over the
levee is drained by the Gil Eanes channel. The chan-
nelling causes a strong flow acceleration, which explains
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the steepness of its walls. This accelerated flow can then
spill over the Gil Eanes channel wall and form a levee on
the right-hand side of the channel, which would explain
the topographic high and the intense deformation which
appears along the northern but not on the southern
channel margin. The spilling of fine particles only would
explain the low backscatter. Finally, the Gil Eanes
channel is a typical channel draining downwelling cur-
rents (Faugères et al. 1999). The depositional lobes ob-
served at the end of secondary channels, and particularly
at the end of Gil Eanes, can have three origins. (1) They
can be due to flow expansion of the downwelling
currents at the channel mouth. In this case, they would
be contourite lobes composed of stacked contourite
sequences. (2) They can be the mass-flow deposits
related to the scars observed at the channel head. In this
case, they would represent debris flow deposits
(debrites). (3) The channelled gravity flows may have
transformed into turbidity currents. In this case, the
lobes may also have formed because of the loss of flow
competence at the channel mouth. However, they would
now represent turbiditic lobes composed of stacked
turbidites beds.

Evidence for tectonic control of the MOW channels

The southern channel follows a tectonic lineament which
is characterized by diapirs (Malod 1982). Also, the ori-
entation of the Gil Eanes and the direction of the inac-
tive channels in the area located south of the southern
channel reflect the influence of the lineament. Mud
volcanoes such as those observed in the Gulf of Cadiz
(Gardner 2000; Gardner and Shashkin 2000) represent
fluid escape structures which are frequently associated
with tectonic activity, particularly in accretionary prisms
such as for example the Barbados prism (Griboulard et
al. 2001). In the Gulf of Cadiz, mud volcanoes are re-
lated to the presence of a deeply rooted body (olisto-
strom) with a slip surface at approximately 10 km below
the seafloor (Lajat et al. 1975; Auzende et al. 1981;
Maldonado et al. 1999). This structure is now inter-
preted as an accretion prism (Gutscher et al. 2002).
These observations suggest that the structures observed
in the study area are under tectonic control. The linea-
ment could be the surface expression of a large, deep-
rooted fault. The bathymetric change caused by the
lineament locally exceeds 300 m. This fault-controlled
structure has partially directed the MOW core, inducing
it to split up. These subsurface features are consistent
with the seismic activity observed in the Gulf of Cadiz
and neighbouring areas, which is attested by the large
(Mw=8.5) Lisbon earthquake (Zitellini et al. 1999) of
1755. This seismic activity could hence be responsible for
some of the numerous sediment failures observed south
of the southern channel. The ground acceleration in-
duced by seismic waves can cause liquefaction of the
sediment which can then begin to flow even at low slope
gradients (Lewis 1971). If this mechanism applies, then

some of the circular structures could be interpreted as
pockmarks produced by the upward movement of fluid
from overpressurized deep layers in the wake of earth-
quake shocks (6 in Fig. 4).

Secondary channel formation

The secondary channels, in general, have directions
which also follow the regional structural trends. How-
ever, the process of channel formation is still unclear.
The slump scars in the head region may indicate that
they are presently forming by retrogressive erosion. If
correct, they would be young features and retrogression
would be expected to continue until they merge with the
main MOW channel. When merging, the newly con-
nected channel would act in the same manner as the
present Gil Eanes channel, and the topographic highs at
the downslope extremity of the channel would represent
mass-flow deposits. Conversely, sediment failures at the
channel heads may be due to overloading and over-
steepening, indicating rapid progradation. High sedi-
mentation rates due to a loss of flow competence would
induce frequent failures, particularly at the channel
heads where slopes are locally steeper. Such prograda-
tion would end with a complete infilling of the channel.
In this case, the secondary channels would be old fea-
tures, and the topographic highs at the downslope end of
the channels would be ancient lobes formed similarly to
those observed at the distal end of the presently active
Gil Eanes channel.

Important differences exist between the channels lo-
cated north and south of Gil Eanes. Channels located
north (Iv 1 to 4 in Fig. 5) have low backscatter, sug-
gesting that they are presently filling with soft fine-
grained sediments. Their heads are several kilometres
away from the main MOW channel. Conversely, chan-
nels located south of Gil Eanes (Iv 5 to 7 in Fig. 5) have
a high backscatter similar to that observed on the Gil
Eanes channel floor, suggesting they are presently active
and that their floors are affected by erosional processes
caused by strong flow of the channellized MOW. These
channels are either connected or have their heads very
close to the main MOW channel. This would suggest
that the channels located north of Gil Eanes are old
channels which are progressively infilled, whereas the
southern channels are young, actively developing
features. This would also suggest that there is a north–
south trend in channel formation, the age of the chan-
nels decreasing progressively towards the south. This
can be explained by two mechanisms. The first is sedi-
mentary. Because of the northward migration of the
northern bend of the southern channel and the inferred
southwest migration of the southern bend of the main
channel, the latter increases in length over time. As a
result, the MOW has less energy when arriving in its
northernmost part, the flow having too little energy to
maintain a connected, active secondary channel north
of the main channel. As a consequence, the active
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secondary channel (today’s Gil Eanes) migrates pro-
gressively southwards. The second mechanism has tec-
tonic causes. The southward migration of the channels
would in this case be explained by a progressive regional
tilting towards the south or southwest.

Conclusions

This paper brings new findings about the Gulf of Cadiz
on the basis of a wealth of recent acoustic data.

The first point confirms the structural control of flow
circulation in the gulf. Major channels have structural
orientations and are bordered by linear rock escarp-
ments and rounded structures interpreted as diapirs.

The second point concerns the morphodynamic
evolution of the northern part of the Gulf of Cadiz.
Besides being routed along the Gil Eanes channel, the
MOW is also partly channelled through a northern, a
central and a southern channel. The upper part of the
deep core of the MOW spills over the southern channel
embankment to form deposits characterized by sedi-
ment waves.

The third point is related to the overspreading of
mass-wasting processes. High sedimentation rates asso-
ciated with the continuous east–west shearing of the
MOW flows induces intense sediment deformations,
failures and mass flows. Frequent earthquakes with their
epicentres located in the Gulf of Cadiz or in the neigh-
bouring areas probably contribute to the triggering of
slope failures and the formation of pockmarks. Fluid
escape could also play a part in failure initiation.

The fourth point concerns the formation of minor
channels. The slope failures evolve progressively to-
wards the formation of secondary channels such as Gil
Eanes channel. The active channel position tends to
migrate south with time, which may result in autocyclic
or allocyclic migration due to tectonic forcing.

The second and third points suggest that the Gulf of
Cadiz is a complex, giant deep-sea contourite system
with a hypertrophied left-hand side levee which shares
strong similarities with channel-levee complexes built by
particle-laden gravity processes. This comparison is
emphasized by the presence of small terminal lobes de-
veloping at the mouth of secondary channels, probably
due to loss of flow competence at the place where
channels enlarge.
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